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Denna presentation av rasen är framtagen i samarbete med den
nederländska exteriördomaren Diana Striegel i samband med att
hon gästade SDPK:s rasträff i Sälen 2015, där hon även dömde på
årets utställning. Presentationen utgår från rasstandarden och ger
kompletterande information till denna, både i text och bild.
Klubbens nederländska rådgivare Janny Offereins, som är ansvarig
för den senaste revideringen av rasstandarden, har kontrollerat och
godkänt arbetet.
Tanken är att presentationen framöver ska översättas till svenska
och användas på kommande exteriördomarutbildningar, men
tillsvidare tillhandahåller vi denna pdf-version på engelska, gratis,
både till domare och övriga intresserade.
SDPK värnar om att hålla ihop rasen och månar om alla delar som
täcks av standarden – exteriört, mentalt och arbetsmässigt. Det är
också viktigt att påminna om rasens historia och ursprung för att
bevara det som gör en drentsche patrijshond till vad den är.
Populationen här i Norden växer stadigt och SDPK ser det som sin
uppgift att sprida god och korrekt information om rasen. Där fyller
denna presentation en viktig funktion och vi är mycket tacksamma
för det arbete som Diana Striegel, men även Janny Offereins, har
lagt ner för att hjälpa oss att öka kunskapen om rasen drentsche
patrijshond.

Elisabeth Gilek, Ordf. SDPK
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Why do we judge dogs?
•

To get information about the breed

•

To select the dogs for breeding

•

To keep the good characteristics

•

Improve or preserve the species

What do we judge?
•

General condition

•

Conformation

•

Breed specific points

•

Health

•

Behaviour
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The history of the breed
To understand the breeding standard, we must know something
about the history.
We all, breeders and judges have the responsibility to keep and
preserve the breed as it was during the recognition of the breed.
Probably, you have all heard the term: Fit for function.
The history of the breed goes back a long time. How long, we don’t
know. As Janny Offereins writes on the cover of her book: “They just
were there . . .”
And the dogs were just there in Drenthe, a north eastern part of
Holland.
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Allround hunting dog for the middle class.



Recognized in 1943

Some people think that the Drentsche Patrijshond was a real
farmers dog. That’s not completely true. The majority of owners
were middle class people. Like doctors and notaries.
The people from Drenthe were not that chauvinistic. That’s the
reason why there is not much influence from other breeds. They
had a good dog and there was no reason to improve them. But the
people from Drenthe were also very sober. They didn’t want a
pedigree dog. They just wanted a dog useful to hunt with.(that was
good for hunting.)
Thanks to Baroness Van Hardenbroek – Van Ammerstol to Dr.
Quartero and mr. Van Heek the Drentsche Patrijshond became in
Holland an officially recognized breed. The above mentioned
people were not from Drenthe, but Quartero and Van Heek
owned a Drent and frequently came to a hunting party in
Drenthe. Later on , the recognition started. During the Second
World War, the Dutch became chauvinistic and there was a lot of
interest in the Dutch breeds.

Dr Van Heek with his Drentsche Patrijshond on a hunting
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Before the Netherlands were occupied, we were not so proud of
our breeds. You can also imagine that during the war it was a
kind of silent opposition against the occupiers.
Especially the Baronesse was very chauvinistic. She wanted the
color orange in the Drentsche Patrijshond. She also had
Kooikerhondjes and we know they were also the coloured Orange.
And, as we know, the last name of our Royal Family is also
Orange.
The Schapendoes, the Kooikerhondje, the Wetterhoun and the
Stabijhoun were all recognized during between 1940 – 1945. (the
five years of the Second World War.)



Allround hunting dog for the middle class.

And when they set up the breeding standard, the judges qualified
a dog who was the perfect model and that was Nimrod, bred by
mr. Schuiling.
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Brief Historical Summary
To know the breed, we must know something about the history. This
is the reason why every breed standard starts with a brief historical
summary
In the 16th century the breed originated from the
Spioenen (also called Spanjoelen) which came via
France from Spain.
In the Netherlands they were called Partridge dogs.
In the eastern part of the country, especially in the
Province Drenthe, these dogs were kept purebred and
were not mixed with foreign breeds as done elsewhere.
On the 15th of May 1943 the breed was officially
recognized by the Raad van Beheer op Kynologisch
Gebied in Nederland.
This was strongly promoted by Baroness Van
Hardenbroek, Mr. Van Heek Jr. and Mr. Quartero.
The breed is related to the Small Münsterländer
and the Epagneul Français..
The 5th of June 1948 the breed club was founded,
the “Nederlandse Vereniging De Drentsche
Patrijshond ”.

For the breed we have two Clubs in the Netherlands. The Drentsche
Patrijshonden Vereniging and since the 3e of June 2015 the Drentsche
Patrijshonden Club Nederland is recognized.
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General Appearance
A well proportioned, dryly muscled dog, whose body
shows power and also the ability to develop the
necessary speed for a gundog.
He has a wedge shaped muzzle which is a little shorter
than the length of the skull and rather dry,
not hanging lips. His body is slightly longer than his
height at the withers, thus slightly elongated.
The coat, though not really long on the body, looks
like a long coat because of the well coated ears and
the somewhat richer coat on neck and chest, the
feathered front- and hind- legs, and the on all sides
richly feathered, bushy tail.

The general appearance is very important. It describes the dog in only
a few sentences.
The most important parts of the General Appearances are:
•

Well proportioned. Does everything fit together, the head
with the body, the front with the rear.

•

Dryly muscled means that there is not too much skin and it
must be a muscled dog. Too much skin is not effective. They
can get damaged during work and hanging lips polute the
game unnecessarily.
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•

He must shows power, but must not be so sturdy that he can’t
develop the speed that a gundog needs.

•

The wedge shaped muzzle, I will come back to later on.

•

Because the dry lips are also mentioned in the General
Appearance, it means it’s very important.

The slightly longer body is easy to measure. All you need is a rope
(and a dog). You can use the rope for measurement.
The length of the body, we measure from the point of the shoulder to
the sitbones. The point of the shoulders is where the scapula and
upper arm meet. And the sitbone is the bone under the tail. You can
feel it easily.
The height of the dog we measure from the ground to the withers.
The height of the dog, we measure to the highest point of the withers.
So the length of the body should be slightly longer then the height.
Not too much, otherwise we are talking about a stretched dog.
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When we take a look at these dogs, I guess they fit the breeding standard very
well! Good proportions and harmoniously built.

This is a nice example of the breed. But when we take a closer look, his lips
could be more dry. It disturbs the silhouette.

This dog is a bit loo long in body
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This dog is a bit too square. The first sentence of the General
Appearance is: …whose body shows power and also the ability
to develop the necessary speed for a gundog.
He could also show some more power
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Behaviour / Temperament
He is the ideal dog for hunting in varying fields.
The dog hunts within range of the gun.
Keeping in touch with the hunter is apparently an
innate quality.
A characteristic of many dogs of the breed is that
when searching the game, the tail moves in a
circular motion, especially when the dog picks up
the scent of game.
When approaching the game, the dog waits for the
hunter to come near; when this takes a long time,
he will look back for his master.
He has the adaptability which makes him capable
of hunting all sorts of game in fields and in
water. Besides he is a good retriever and finder of lost game.
These characteristics are innate, therefore he
needs little training.
Because of his gentle character, it is wrong to use
forceful training methods.
The dog is loyal and intelligent which makes him,
together with a good upbringing and training,
a highly esteemed family pet dog as well as
a valuable companion of the hunter.
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The description of the behaviour of the
Drentsche Patrijshond shows that
hunting is very important.
The province of Drenthe has varying
small fields. This is also one of the
reasons why the Drentsche Patrijshond
keeps in close contact with his owner.

Approaching the game.

The Drentsche Patrijshond is an all-purpose hunting dog. He can
work on partridges, rabbits, ducks and they even retrieve other
animals. And he does it all. Finds the game, points it out, retrieves it
and when it’s lost, he tracks it.

Retrieving all kinds of game

And a perfect family dog.
When they are well
socialized, they are a kids
best friend.
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Head
The head is a very important part of the Drentsche Patrijshond. It’s
the label of the dog. The body can be from any other hunting breed,
but the head is what makes a Drent a Drent.

CRANIAL REGION :
The skull is rather broad and only slightly rounded.
Along the middle line there is a hardly perceptible
furrow from the shallow stop
half-way up to the moderately developed occiput.

Rather broad and slightly rounded
The furrow we can’t see, but we can feel it.
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Here the skull is too round.
And the ears are too low. This often goes together.

STOP:
Seen in profile and from the front, the skull is sloping
gradually to the foreface, the cheeks tapering gradually
into the foreface.
The superciliary arches are well developed.

The stop is the part where the muzzle ends and the skull begins.
The slope of the stop must be moderate and you must see and feel it
from the front.
The eyebrow arches are sometimes well pronounced so that the dog
looks ‘in profile’ to have a deeper stop then it really is.
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Good Stop

Too deep stop

Too little stop

FACIAL REGION:
Nose
The nose is well developed and brown.
The nostrils are wide open.

Muzzle
The muzzle is wedge shaped and slightly shorter
than the skull, blunt at the end, without any sign of
being cut away under the eyes.
The nasal bridge is broad and neither hollow nor
arched.
A very light curve upwards behind the nose is allowed.
Roman nose is a serious fault.
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The wedge shaped muzzle. We also see it
mentioned under the general appearance. So it
means that this is very important.
And when you take a good look, the wedge
shape is also at the cheeks of this dog.

Here is a nice wedge
shaped muzzle.

In the new breed standard we are not only
talking about a wedge shaped muzzle, but a
wedge shaped head. Also in the skull we see
the wedge shape.

The muzzle can be slightly shorter
than the skull.

Good proportions in the head
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Straight nose bridge

and a curved nose bridge

Lips
The lips are rather thin and tightly fitting.

Nice tight lips

Lips less tight but just
acceptable
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Lips not tight

Jaws/Teeth:
The bite is a strong and well fitting scissor bite.

The breed standard says: A well fitting scissor bite. What is it?
A scissor bite is when the upper teeth are placed just over the lower
teeth and they make a scissor movement. When there is too much
space between the teeth, we call it an overbite. When the teeth are at
the same level, like pliers, we call it a level bite. When the lower teeth
are placed over the front of the upper teeth, it’s called an underbite.
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scissor bite

under bite

over bite

Not only the position of the teeth are important. Also watch how the
position from the premolars in comparison with each other. These
should be placed like a saw in the mouth and not on top of each
other. It this the case, then one of the jaws is usually too short.
Also check the premolars. Sometimes they are growing into the jaw.
This is a very serious fault.

Cheeks
Moderately developed.
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EYES:
The eyes are wide apart and set in such a way that
they are well protected; neither protruding nor deep
set.
They are of moderate size and oval shaped.
The expression shows kindness as well as the
intelligence of the hunting dog.
The desired colour is amber.
Therefore neither dark nor the light colour of the eye
of the bird of prey;
The eyelids are close fitting.

Nice eyes, with the correct expression of kindness
and intelligence.

This is just a puppy. The eyes are too round and a
bit too light. But don’t be too strict with the light
color at a puppy. The eye needs time to get darker.
Sometimes it takes until four or five years to turn
the right color.
(Or sometimes it never becomes the right color…)
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Good eye shape and color of the
eye.

Too light color of the eye.

This dog is in the sun. Be careful,
then the eyes all look too light.

EARS
Not heavy.
They are set on high; right from the set on hanging close
to the head without any fold.
Drawn forward they should reach as far as 3
fingers’ breadth off the tip of the nose.
They are broad at the set on, ending in a blunted
point.
The outside of the ear covered with abundant and
preferably wavy hair, not curly hair. Hair is shorter
at the tip of the ears; the rim of the inside also
richly feathered.
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When the attention of the dog is drawn, the ears
turn forward and are pulled up.
Seen from the front the ear then forms a triangle
with the fold above the middle of the ear lap.
The ears are mobile, expressing different moods.

The ears of a Drentsche
Patrijshond are very important
and shows several different
looks.
When the ears are perked up,
they look alert and can show the
perfect
expression
of
a
Drentsche Patrijshond.
The same dog, that keeps the ears low, can show a very moderate dog
with a moody expression.
So always ask for the dog’s attention

Here is the same dog, with the ears hanging low and perked up.
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Good length of the ears. When we
put the ear to the nose, it takes about
three fingers to connect the nose.
Don’t pull too hard on the ear. It’s
just an indication.
Too big ears can get damaged during
work.

Ears are too big.
This is a young dog and he must

These ears are too small. They also

grow into maturity, but at this
moment, we can see his ears are

can see that he misses the correct
expression from a Drentsche

too big.

Patrijshond. This picture shows how
important the ears are in showing the

don’t have the correct feathers and you

right expression.

Good earset

Too high earset

Too low
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Neck
Powerful, of medium length, rather short than long
and forming a flowing line between head and body.
A longer than desirable neck, giving a more elegant
impression, but lacking in power, is undesirable.
Dewlap or a throaty neck are untypical for the
appearance of this dryly muscled, cleancut dog
and are therefore undesired.

To fetch the game, the Drentsche Patrijshond should have a strong
neck; not a long or an elegant neck.
The neck should be long enough to catch the game, lift it and carry it,
without disturbing the dog’s movement.
If the neck is too short then it’s often an indication of a front that’s
placed too far forward.
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This dog is a bit elegant and
shows a long neck. This is not
sturdy and it will be tough to
carry a haze for a long time.

Here the shoulder seems to be
placed a bit too much to the
front. Then the neck looks
short.

Good neck

Short neck

Long neck

Too much dewlaps -- that’s
disturbing the looks and
can damage the game
during work or can be
injured more easily when he
is running through the
bush
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Body
TOPLINE:
Smooth line from moderate long neck to the level back
and loin, ending in the slightly sloping croup.

Moving past the neck, we begin looking at the topline.
This is the line from the head to the tail. It must be flowing without
strong curves; except that “flowing” is not saying enough. The dog can
be flowing but also overbuilt or with a sagging topline.
The topline should be strong, the back should be straight, and the
loins must be sturdy and also muscular. It’s very important that the
power the dog makes in the rear is transferred to the forequarters, as
after all, the dog does walk forward!
The loins are a bridge or link between the back and the front of the
dog. The bridge is formed by the strong muscularity and the trapezoid
shape of the 7 lumbar vertebras.
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BACK:
Strong, of medium length, not too short,
giving together with the well angulated front- and
hindquarters the impression of being elongated.

We just talked about the topline, but what is the back??
In popular terms, the spinal column from the neck to the tail,
including the loins and croup, is often referred to as the topline or
back. The dog has 13 total thorax vertebras, but 9 of them are
considered part of the withers. The true “back” consists of a bridge of
only 4 vertebras located between the withers and the loin of the dog.
For proper transferring of power, the back should be straight and
strong.
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Good topline

Loin :

Overbuild, the rear is
higher then the front

Strongly muscled.

Croup : Broad and long, slightly sloping.

The loins should be strong and well musculated. As also mentioned at
the back, the loins are also important with transporting the forces that
are made in the rear to the front (the dog usually walks forward).
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Always check the pelvis. Drentsche Patrijshonden tend to stand
tucked under.
They correct it when they are moving.

Chest:
Deep, reaching to the elbows and rather broad in front.
The forelegs must not be hindered by too strong spring of
the front ribs.
A narrow chest not reaching to the elbows is a very
serious fault.
Long drawn ribcage, with the hind ribs also well
developed.
Good spring of hind ribs; ribs neither flat nor barrel
shaped.
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The chest should be reaching to the elbows. That’s easy to measure.
With young dogs, or dogs that have steep angulation, the elbows are
lower then the chest. With dogs that have shorter front bones, the
elbows can higher then the underside of the chest. Also in movement
it’s important that the elbows are close to the chest. Hereby you get a
good and solid movement without a lot of wasted energy.
Here the elbows are not close
to the chest yet. We see that
often in young dogs. The
ribcage needs time to develop.

This front is placed too far forward.
The elbows are not close to the chest.
This dog can never show a good
movement. The dog doesn’t have only
problems in the front. They are caused
by problems in the back, but it takes
too long to explain that. The real
diehards can ask me after the

The ribs must taper gradually and should not be too round or too flat.
When these requirements are satisfactorily met, the heart and the
lungs will have the room to develop properly. This will benefit the
endurance of the dog.
When the ribs are too round, the space
in the trunk won’t be optimally
exploited, and the heart and lungs
won’t have the space they need. They
also effect the movement. Too flat ribs
makes the space in the chest smaller.
Right formed ribs

Too flat

Too round
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The forechest or breastbone is the
bone you feel at the front of the
dog, just between his forelegs, a
little lower then between the point
of shoulder, It is often said that this
should be protruding enough to
hang your coat on!
Correct chest and well sprung ribs

Underline : Only slightly tucked up.

The underline should be a slight tuck-up. The sternum is the bone
that determines the construction of the underline. This bone lies at
the underside of the ribcage. It must extend long
enough to reach beyond a line drawn perpendicular to
the floor straight down from the withers. It should not
have too much slope. To reemphasize, the rib cage
should extend well back and not be too tucked up.
Always feel this bone. With younger dogs, the underline
can be a bit too tucked up, but the upward line should start after a
sternum that’s long enough.
With young dogs, the underline can be a bit too tucked up, but the
bending should occur after a breastbone that is long enough and
parallel with the bottom-line.
The condition of the dog is also shown in the underline. Pregnant
bitches or dogs that are overweight can show a flat underline.
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Tail
Set rather high.
The tail reaches the point of the hock.
The first half carried hanging and the rest in a slight
curve upwards.
In action, part of the tail is carried horizontally, the last
part in a slight curve upwards.
Never carried over the back.
With the exception of the root, rich feathering on all
sides, diminishing to the end of the tail.

Here we see Janny Offereins in her younger years.
The tail of this dog is of correct length
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Here we see two good tail carriages. One while standing and one in
action.
When he’s standing half carried hanging and the rest in a slight curve
upwards.
And in action carried horizontally, the last part in a slight curve
upwards

Too high tailset

This tail is in a curl.
Not the way we want to see it.

With the exception of the root, rich
feathering on all sides, diminishing to the
end of the tail. The tail is covered with
longer hair all around, without curls or
waves, not feathered, but bushy.
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Forequarters
Shoulders and upper arm :
Shoulder blade long, sloping and well laid back.
Upper arm sloping backwards, forming a good angle
with the shoulder.
Seen from the front and the side the front part of the
chest is well enclosed by the shoulder and upper arm,
forming a whole together.

The angulations in the front are made by the shoulderblade and the
upperarm. These are the two bones that are close to the body. They
should be equal or almost the same length. The humerus can be
slightly shorter.
The angulation between those bones should be correct.
The shoulder blade and the humerus should be
(almost) equal in length and well angulated to each
other. The humerus can be a little shorter then the
upperarm.
You can feel the ends of the
bones to judge these distances
and the angulations.
Be careful when you measure
the end of the humerus. It’s not to the top of
the elbow, but it’s to the little hole that’s a little
bit below it.
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Elbows :
Close to the body, neither turned outwards nor inwards,
so that there is no interference with movement.

Elbows close to the chest.

Here the elbows are not close to
the chest yet.
We see that often in young dogs.
The ribcage need time to

Sometimes we see a forehand that is
placed completely too much to the
front. We discussed that also at the
withers. The neck looks short and the
front legs are not placed properly
under the body.
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Forearm :
Straight and well muscled.
Carpus (wrist) :
Strong, with good bone.
Metacarpus (Pastern) :
Neither turning in nor out, slightly sloping.
Forefeet :
Round or oval with tight, arched, strong toes and solid pads

Good front,

too narrow front

broad front

The feet should be more oval than round.
The pasterns should be a little diagonally placed so the dog can
absorb the shocks while walking, running and jumping. A pastern
that is too steep can’t absorb the shocks well enough. Sometimes the
pasterns are too straight that there is too much tension on it and the
feet can easily bend over, We also called that overknuckled.

Good feet

weak feet

overknuckled
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Good feet

weak feet

overknuckled

Not only the hindquarters are not good, we get back to that later, but take a
closer look at his weak front feet.
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Hindquarters
Well developed, broad and well muscled.

Upper thigh and lower thigh :
The pelvis, upper and lower thigh bones form good
angles with respect to each other.
Seen from behind, the hind legs are neither close nor
wide apart, standing absolutely vertical.

In the rear, the power develops for movement. An
important bone in the rear is the pelvis. It influences
the position of the other bones and determines much
of the movement. The power of movement starts in
the rear.
We must be aware of a too steep pelvis, it can’t
develop enough power. We also see, with a steep
pelvis that the dogs are standing with their legs a bit under the body.
It’s quite easy to locate the position of the pelvis. You start to feel the
hip bones. They lie on either side of the spinal column where you can
feel two nodules. Just below the tail lie the two sit bones. These are
the other ends of the pelvic bones. The imaginary line between the
nodules is the position of the pelvis.
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Hock joints :

Well let down.

Metatarus (rear pastern) : Short, neither turned in
nor out.
Hind feet :

Good hindquarters

Same as forefeet.

Poor hindquarters

With a good hindquarters, you can draw a perpendicular line from
the pelvis to the ground. It must end at the middle of the feet. (see the
red line).

Correct hindquarters and pelvis

Too steep a pelvis and tucked under
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We see quite often a Drentsche
Patrijshond with a too steep pelvis
and are standing a bit tucked under.
Sometimes they correct it in
movement. But if not, they can’t
show this powerful movement.

The legbones in the rear should also be straight under the hips and
be placed parallel. Cowhocks are also common in our beloved breed.
The hocks are turned in, just the same as a cow.
Looking from the side, the hindfeet should make a straight angle with
the ground. The Drentsche Patrijshond often puts his hindfeet a bit
to the front. We call this sicklehocked, as you know, like a sickle in
the Russian flag.
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Gait
Well extended,
balanced with good drive,
neither narrow nor wide in trotting, without any
swinging sideways;
neither elbows nor hocks turned out, inclined to single
tracking.

The gait is very important. When the dog is well balanced, he can
show his movement like this also. When there are flaws in the
construction, you see it in movement. Sometimes when you miss
something in judging, if you are alert there is time to discover it when
the dog moves.

And when the dog fits the gait of the breeding standard, it looks like this…….
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Coat
HAIR :
Dense, well covering the body.
Not curly-haired.
The coat is not really long, but gives this impression because
there are different parts that do have longer fur.
On the neck and the forechest the hair is longer; on the ears
there is long, preferably wavy hair.
The ears, the backside of fore and hind legs, the back of the
thighs are feathered.
Preferably wavy hair on the back including the tail.
Apart from the root, the tail is richly covered on all sides with
long hair, gradually shorter to the tip.
A good coat protects the dog when he’s running through the fields or
swimming in the water. Too long of a coat will bother him during
work, a coat without the correct undercoat wouldn’t keep him warm
in the cold water.

Because of the feathers, the coat looks longer then it really is.
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Good coat for a male and a female

A bit too short coat

Neutering dogs (males and
females) has a negative influence
on the coat condition. It
becomes longer, smooth
and tangles very easily.

A slight wave of the coat
on the croup is not a fault;
this are mostly the best
coats.

This is too wavy
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This coat is too smooth and too long,

Ears, the backside of fore- and hind legs, the back of the thighs are feathered.
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COLOR:
White with brown markings, with or without spots.
Less desired are dogs with a mixture of brown and white
hair, with or without markings.
Less desired is a mantle.
Ears are brown, just like the hair around the eyes

The color of the Drentsche Patrijshond is mostly white with brown patches.

A Drent with just a little
ticking is still allowed and
according to the breed
standard.
A few spots are allowed, but it
can’t be roan
like the small
Münsterländer
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There are dogs that are predominantly colored, as well as dogs that
have only a colored face and a colored patch at the tail set (or even
without the colored tail set). Almost white dogs are allowed.
The mantle dog is less desired, but not a disqualification in colour.

Blazes are beautiful, but a complete brown head is also allowed and
most of the time very typical for the breed.

Strange, but allowed

A wrong colour

A small white spot is fine
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These marks are not allowed

Sometimes we see tricolors. This color is not allowed in the breed
standard. Tricolor (tan) we can find on the legs, at the inner side of
the ears, above the eyes and/or under the tail. These marks are not
allowed
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Size
Height at the withers:
Dogs:
58-63 cm
Bitches:
55-60 cm
One or two centimeters more is acceptable if the dog is
well proportioned.

The size is measured from the ground to the withers (highest point
of the shoulder blade, just behind the neck).

Faults

Any departure from the foregoing points should be
considered a fault and the seriousness with which the
fault should be regarded should be in exact proportion to
its degree and its effect upon the health and welfare of
the dog.
Any dog clearly showing physical or behavioural
abnormalities shall be disqualified.
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New Breed Standard
At this moment it’s approved by the Dutch kennel club and sent to
the breed standard commission. When they agree, they sent it to the
FCI to determine the breed standard.
The new breeding standard gives more clarity, and is not meant to
create a new dog standard.
Besides that it should be in the new format of the FCI.
What is a ‘big’ difference is that there is a list of faults, severe faults
and disqualifying faults
Changes: Not much
A lot of small different, ways to write it down.
Important proportions are added.
Wedge shaped muzzle is wedge shape head.
Behavior, shy at the beginning, but never fearful.
The color of the eyes must fit the color of the fur.
Preferably the hair on the ear is a bit wavy.
And more little changes like this.
The most obvious is that faults and disqualifying faults are added.

FAULTS
• Mantle dogs
• Eye too round
• Too heavy lips whether or not accompanied by
dewlaps or throatiness.
• Open carried ears
• Curled feathers on ear and back
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SEVERE FAULTS
• Convex or dish-faced nosebridge
• Roan all over the body
• Narrow and shallow ribcage
• Elegant appearance
• Steep or very weak pasterns
• Low on the legs

DISQUALIFING FAULTS
• A white or a partially white ear
• White marks around one or both eyes
• Bite: over- or undershot
• Aggressive or very shy dogs
• Any dog clearly showing physical or behavioral abnormalities
• Dogs that are clearly untypical for the breed
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The next part is very theoretical. For judges, it’s ‘old news. But for
people without any education about structure and gait analyses, it can
be though. To interpret the breeding standard correctly, it’s essential
to have this knowledge also.
I will explain these a bit further in the next pages along with some
more information about the movement. When you ask a judge in your
country to teach you the basics of bone structure and movement, I’m
sure they will be happy to help.
The front
How a dog is built depends largely on the
position of the bones and the angles of their
intersection in the front and rear quarters. In
the front, the length and location of the
shoulder blade and the upper arm (humerus)
are key in the dog’s structure. The two bones
must be approximately the same length. The
angle of this joint is measured by drawing an
imaginary line along these bones and comparing that with level (the
floor).

verke

This is done as follows:
At the withers, you can feel two bones abreast of each other; these are
the tops of the shoulder blades. Follow that bone down to the front of
the dog (close to the breastbone) to reach the other end of the
shoulder blade. The imaginary line formed by these two points
measures the length and the location of the shoulder blade. This
angle of this shoulder bone to the floor must be approximately 60
degrees. Sometimes you can feel the ridge of the shoulder. This
makes it easy to determine exactly the location of the shoulder.
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At this forward point, just below the shoulder blade, you can feel the
beginning of the upper arm. Follow this bone to the elbow, where you
will feel a slight “hole” indicating the end of the upper arm bone. Do
not feel at the top of the elbow. That is not the upper arm, but the top
of the ulna! The imaginary line drawn along the upper arm bone
forms approximately a 60-degree angle to the floor. Therefore, the
entire angle of the forequarters, between the shoulder blade and the
humerus, should measure approximately 120 degrees.
The shoulder blades are not attached to the rest of the skeleton,
which serves as an advantage for increased flexibility in movement.
The shoulder blade is an important attachment place for muscles and
is “held” in place by those muscles alone. Because of this, the length
and location are essential to the movement of the forequarters. If a
shoulder blade lies too upright (more than 60 degrees so it is less
diagonal then it should be, like the drawing), then the foreleg cannot
reach as far to the front. We will see as a result, a short reach in the
forequarters. The same is true of the upper arm if the angle between
the shoulder blade and the upper arm is too large. You will see a
correlation, as when one of the bones is not well angulated, the
angulations of both bones will be affected. After all, you need two
lines to make an angle!
The hindquarters
Just as we carefully felt the forequarters, we will now
do the same with the hindquarters. In the
hindquarters, the location of the pelvis is very
important.
The
pelvic
bones
are
located
approximately 6 inches forward of the tail set. They
lie on either side of the spinal column where you can
feel two nodules. Just below the tail lie the two sit
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bones. These are the other ends of the pelvic bones. The imaginary
line along the pelvic bone from the top of the rump to the sit bones
should form a 30-degree angle to the floor.
The head of the thighbone is located in the pelvis. This is the hip
joint. In dogs with hip dysplasia, this joint is not optimal. When dogs
are unstable in their rear end movement, it is often thought that the
dog suffers from dysplasia. However, until we have x-ray eyes and
have been trained as veterinarians, we cannot judge this from just the
movement in the show ring! There are several causes of a different
hindquarter. Particularly too much slope in the pelvis is common.
The angle with the ground is sometimes as much as 60 degrees.
Because the pelvis is too steep, the legs often stand too far under the
body.
The thighbone should make a square angle with the hipbone. At the
other end, it joins the shinbone (tibia) and the calf bone (fibula) to
form the knee joint. The correct angle of the thighbone to the pelvis
bone should be approximately 90 degrees, but this can only be seen or
felt with skinny or old dogs without musculation. However, we can
observe the angle formed by the lower leg and the hock.
If we can compare our knee joint with that of the dog, we notice that
the lower leg of the dog is much longer by comparison. Because of
this, the cannon bone (from the hock to the toes) is stretched and the
dog walks on his toes. The hock (also known as the hock joint) can be
compared to our ankle.
When we know the angulations, we can quite
easily imagine how the dog will move. If there
is too little angulation in the rear, then the dog
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will have more trouble keeping his legs under his body. Because of
this, he will be a little less flexible with rotation and will also not be
able to jump as well. During field work or hunting, he may experience
trouble. If the pelvis is too upright, the dog stands tucked under.
They can move his legs easy under his body (good jumpers), but when
he is walking, he doesn’t get much power because the leg can’t reach
as far back. We will explain this in the chapter on movement.
A few breeds call for a flat pelvis, or a steep pelvis in their standard.
Our Drentsche Patrijshond requires a normal pelvis angle of 30
degrees. The hindquarter is the most important area for furnishing
power and is often called the “motor” of the dog.

Movement and gait
The trot is the best gait for judging a dog’s movement. With this gait,
you can see the good points, but also the areas needing improvement.
When the dog moves in a triangle pattern, we can see the movement
from the back, the side and the front. The dog that has good bone
structure will, as a rule, also move well in the ring. Conversely, it is
also true that the dog’s poor structure will nearly always show up
while trotting in the ring!
The hindquarter gives the power. Draw an
imaginary line from the hip joint straight
down to the floor; in front of this line, the leg
slows its momentum, whereas behind the
line is where the dog gets his power to
transfer forward to the forequarters. Think
about your own walking, you only move
forward when your leg is behind your body.
Without a good back reach, the dog will have
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a less powerful gait. These dogs often have the advantage of being
able to bring their rear legs further under their bodies thereby giving
them more upward power. These dogs are often good jumpers and
they are very flexible.
The forefront catches shock during
movement and gets a large part of its power
from the hindquarter (through the back).
Dogs that have a weaker rear end (and
therefore cannot furnish as much power) will
often correct this in the front and by
struggling to use extra force there. The judge
should be on the lookout for this loaded
shoulders look (overdeveloped muscles
causing the body to protrude).

Dogs that have a shoulder blade that is too upright are not in a good
position to properly place their front legs forward while moving. They
show a shortened pace.
The most beautiful pace occurs when the front and the rear
movement are equal in length. With good angulations in the front and
rear, the footprint of the rear leg will fall directly on top of (overlap)
the footprint of the front leg. The judge will notice in the gait when
the length of stride is not the same in both the front and rear.
In addition, the gait must also be free of swinging sideways, weaving,
bandy legs, movement in the back, or other irregularity. All of this is
lost energy for the dog. It will not affect the dog so much in the
course of his everyday life, but if they spend the entire day running in
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the field, the dog will tire much faster. Humans have it quite easy
when walking, because we have only one pair of legs. The dog,
however, has two pair of legs that must coordinate with each other
during movement.
As we previously mentioned, a steep forefront may lead to a shortened
pace. If the angulations in the back are good, with a normal pace, the
dog with the steep forefront has a problem compensating. The front
end is ready with a fast pace, but the back end is still reaching to
make power. The dog will solve this problem by creating an extra
front motion to allow the back end extra time. This can often result in
a high stepping motion in the front or sometimes an extra pastern or
elbow throwing motion to gain that time for the rear. This is all lost
energy for the dog. If the forefront and the rear are both moderately
angulated, then the dog will have a similar stride both fore and aft.
The dog will not show any problems in movement and, therefore,
there is nothing to correct. These dogs are said to be in “harmonious
step”.
Beside are images showing proper movement:
It is too great a task to discuss all the deviant forms of movement with
respect to the dog’s structure.
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Below you will find many of the terms used to describe movement
that we can see with our Drentsche Patrijshond.

Pacing
Usually, the front and
opposite rear legs of the dog
will move in unison (a
diagonal motion). When pacing, the front and rear legs on the same
side of the dog will move simultaneously. This is less strenuous to the
dog and this motion is often seen in dogs who are tired or those that
have not enough space to place the rear foot in the print of the front
foot (especially seen in squarely built dogs).

Single tracking
When the dog speeds up, he will place his legs
more under the body. This avoids him from
wasting energy by moving too much to the sides.
When we run, we also place our feet in one
centerline under our body. You may not
mingle that with a narrow gait. The big
difference is that with single tracking the leg
is straight from hip till feet, and with a narrow gait, the hocks or
the pasterns (in the front) are placed too narrow. Single tracking
can only be seen at high speed, we don’t see that often in the
show ring.
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Narrow gait
You can see that the leg is not straight, but the hocks
are too close together.

Wide gait
This fault can be seen from front or behind, or
both. When the dog has a wide gait in front and
behind, you see a wobbling movement. When
the dog is only wide in the front, you see that the rear legs are
placed normally. (and vice versa, when the rear is wide, the front legs
are placed normally). Sometimes the dog has to compensate and will
place the other legs more narrow.
Crabbing
We can see this also quite often with the Drentsche
Patrijshond. The dog incorrectly walks like a crab, where the
hind legs are placed next to the forelegs and the dog moves
diagonally forward. This can be caused by stronger angulations
in the backhand and less angulations in the front.

Over reaching
The rear feet reach past the front feet in motion.
Often seen with more angulations in the rear
than in the front or dogs that are higher than
long.
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Bow-legged
A position also called 0-boned, where the knees turn to the
outside.

Cow-hocked
The hocks are turned in. Sometimes the knees may
appear to turn in somewhat also.

Stepping
The front legs are lifted too high. This can be caused by
the structural flaws, but also might be a result of looking
upwards at the handler!

Crossing / weaving
The dog sets his hind leg too far in and thereby crosses
the hind leg which is still on the ground. What crossing is
to the rear quarters, the weave is to the forequarters. The
front leg steps in too closely and crosses the front paw
that is still standing on the ground.

Pounding
The feet do not absorb the shock and are
not springy.
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Weak pasterns
While in motion, the pasterns move
excessively and when pressure is
applied in the step, they bow too much.

Elbows out
The elbows turn out during movement and do not
stay close to the body.

Used and recommended literature
The New Dogsteps. Rachel Page Elliot, Howell Bookhouse
Dog Locomotion and Gait Analysis, Curtis M. Brown, Hoflin
Publishing Ltd.
K9 Structure & Terminology, Edward M Gilbert jr & Thelma R.
Brown, Howell Bookhouse
The Dynamics of Canine Gait, Leon Hollenbeck Denlinger’s
Publishers Ltd.
Elementaire Kynologische Kennis, Drs Robert van der Molen Zuid
producties
Anatomie van de Hond, Roel en Piet Beute-Faber, Bloemendal
uitgevers
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It is with a lot of pleasure that I introduce you to the breeding
standard used by both Dutch Clubs and the Swedish Drentsche
Patrijshond Club.
If there are any questions or remarks about this booklet or if I can
be of any help about the interpretation of the breed standard or
judging, please contact me at diana.striegel@gmail.com.
Diana Striegel
July 2015
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